
ColorDeep is combined with Green Umbrella® NanoDye™. 
Apply S.O.L.O.1 with a GU recommended sprayer for 
coverage up to 400 SF per gallon with GU T-bar and air 
dry. Proceed with best practice procedures for abrasively 
polished floors.  To maintain, simply damp mop, auto scrub 
and periodically burnish using Green Umbrella Life Cycle™ 
maintenance system treatments. 

EASY TO INSTALL - SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN

30 minute dwell time
No residue to scrub/remove 
Optional @EarlyAge concrete

 

S.O.L.O.1 application
Densifies & colors concrete in a single 
treatment
Eliminates Acetone Application
No residue to scrub/remove

VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS

Alternative for professionals conscience 

of environmental impact of acid stains, 

epoxies or flammability of carrying 

agents 

Reduces porosity, increased lifecycle

pH neutral & no VOC’s 

CUT DOWNTIME

CUT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CUT LABOR

55/DRUM 275/TOTE5/PAIL

PACKAGING

Ideal for interior, vertical or horizontal Decorative Con-
crete Applications such as retail spaces & showrooms, 
restaurants, offices, lobby areas, museums, municipalities, 
airports, hospitals, schools, fire-stations or wherever indoor 
concrete surfaces are maintained.

CUTSHEET
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DEEP SUBSURFACE /                    NANO DYE, PH NEUTRAL DENSIFIER / BRILLIANT APPEARANCE@EarlyAge ™

1Spray-On, Leave-On 

Green Umbrella® ColorDeep™ combines an environmentally formu-
lated densifier with a nano formulated interior NanoDye™ to densi-

fy and color in a single step. A translucent, ph neutral dye utilizes nano-sized particulates to deeply penetrate 
the concrete, diving deep into the subsurface and bonding to promote a longer color floor life-cycle. 
ColorDeep™ is insoluble and completely reactive. A treatment designed for architectural concrete floors is 
highly abrasion-resistant, harder, denser, and deeper within concrete for a less porous surface. Formulated to 
be a CrossOver™ treatment safe to install S.O.L.O.™1 in any environment, odorless and non-solvent, non-flam-
mable, place @Profile&Polish™, use @EarlyAge™ or @MatureAge™, in facilities under construction or occupied. 
ColorDeep™ produces a substrate that will stain less and wear longer, reducing maintenance frequency and 
extending the colored concrete's life cycle. In a single step, advance architectural concrete floor profile proj-
ects, by cutting labor, downtime and environmental 
impact.

Deep Color & Densify In One


